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CazuzaWolf - Burn

                            tom:
                D

               Em           G7M
So burn, let me burn
G                        A
Throw me into the flames of plenty reinvention
Em           G7M
Burn, let me burn
G                    A
Wash me with the ashes, bring me renovation

Em           G7M  G             A2
If life is a tale,  then, what is my role?
   Em         G7M     G                  A2
To bend on my knees and beg for something more?
Em          G7M  G          A2
If I didn't know   what lies ahead
Em          G7M     G                      A2
Should I become  the change I've been looking for?

C7M                     Dadd9
Took me long enough to realize and then
                     C7M
Accept that I should take this step
                    Dadd9                 A2
And let behind the traits of myself that hold me down

   Em           G7M
So burn, let me burn
G                        A
Throw me into the flames of plenty reinvention
Em           G7M
Burn, let me burn
G                    A
Wash me with the ashes, bring me renovation
   Em           G7M
So burn, let me burn
G                        A
Throw me into the flames of plenty reinvention
Em           G7M
Burn, let me burn
G                    A
Wash me with the ashes, bring me renovation

Em   G7M  G  A2
Burn
    Em  G7M  G  A2
Oh, burn

Em               G7M  G           A2
Cast and let it spread, then, feel the heat
Em           G7M    G            A2
Fuel for my soul   to keep me on my feet
Em            G7M  G              A2
If life is a fire,   then what is my role?
   Em        G7M       G                  A2
To be just a spark, or a flame to consume it all?

C7M                    Dadd9
Took me long enough to realize and then
                     C7M
Accept that I should take this step
                     Dadd9                         A2
Embrace the fire and let it burn the traits that hold me down

   Em           G7M
So burn, let me burn
G                        A
Throw me into the flames of plenty reinvention
Em           G7M
Burn, let me burn
G                    A
Wash me with the ashes, bring me renovation
   Em           G7M
So burn, let me burn
G                        A
Throw me into the flames of plenty reinvention
Em           G7M
Burn, let me burn
G                    A
Wash me with the ashes, bring me renovation

Em   G7M  G  A
Burn
                 Em  G7M  G  A
Wash me with the ashes
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